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Chromatin assembly: Nucleosome 
positioning and DNA packaging

Cytoskeletal filaments: Assembly 
and dynamics

Aggregation of proteins  

Self-organization of the “tracks”,  
dynamics, and regulation 



Part 1: Nucleosome 
positioning and chromatin 

assembly



Different cells -- same DNA

Cells in our skin Cells in our eye

How do they show different behavior ?



How is chromatin organized in vivo? 

“state” of a chromatin is actively maintained (ATP-dependent 
chromatin remodeling is crucial)



Chromatin organization: different levels

DNA double helix

Nucleosomes

Chromosome

(Image courtesy: Alberts et al)



Question 1: How are nucleosomes 
organized along DNA? What controls their 

organization?



Position along DNA

ATP-consuming molecular machines 
maintain nucleosome positioning

Red: Cell extract with ATP 
Green: Cell extract with no ATP

(Zhang et al, Science 2011)



DNAsequenceswereprotectedfromdigestion,specificlocationsfor
nucleosomesareunclear.Single-cellanalysisrevealedthatinthe+3
and+4nucleosomeregion,only17%ofcellswereactuallynucleo-
some-freeandanadditional31%containedonlyonenucleosomein
thisregion.

ExaminationoftheCYS3promoteralsorevealedacollection
ofnucleosomeconformations(Fig.2FandFig.S3).Weanalyzed
550cells,andoverallwefoundthreenucleosomespositionedin
20conformationsspanning540bpinthepromoterand5′end
ofCYS3.NucleosomescanningandMNase-seqdemonstrated
averywell-definednucleosomeinthe−2and+1positionsof
CYS3(Fig.2DandE).Weonlydetectedoneconformationfor
thenucleosomeatthe−2positionandfourconformationsatthe
+1nucleosomethatspanaregionof166bp(Fig.2FandFig.
S3).Bycontrast,wedetectedfivepositionsforthe−1nucleo-
somespanningalargerregionof184bp,andinsomecells,there
wascompleteabsenceofanucleosomeinthisregion.Inthe
majorityofcases,anucleosomeispresentinoneoffourcon-
formationsatthe−1position,but36%ofcellsentirelylack
anucleosomeinthepromoter.Theseresultsdemonstratethat
ourmethodcandetectdistinctnucleosomelocationsthatpre-
viouslyweredescribedasfuzzyorevennucleosome-free.

NucleosomeRemodelingIsObserveduponPhosphateStarvation.
Usingourmethodfordeterminingnucleosomepositioningin
singlecells,wenextdirectlytestedthecorrelationbetweennu-
cleosomepositioningandgeneexpressionthroughthestudyof
theyeastPHO5gene.Whengrowninnutrient-richmedia,PHO5
expressionislowtoabsentinyeast.Mostoftheyeastcellsgrown
undertheseconditionsdisplayedanucleosomeovertheTATA
boxandhigh-affinityUAS(Fig.1D,−1and−2nucleosomes),
presumablyblockingtranscriptionfactoraccessibilityandleading
togenesilencing.Nevertheless,evenunderthesenonpermissive
conditions,about10%ofcellslackedanucleosomeoverthehigh-
affinityUASsiteandtheTATAbox(Fig.1D,conformations
gandh).

PHO5expressionisinduceduponphosphatestarvation(ref.
31andFig.S4),andthenucleosomesofthisgenewereshownto

undergosignificantrearrangementuponphosphatestarvation,as
determinedbyelectronmicroscopy(30)andmethyltransferase
accessibility(34).Inagreementwithpreviousstudies(35,43,44),
PCR-basednucleosome-scanningassayshowedmarkedshiftsin
chromatinstructure(Fig.3A).The+1nucleosomewasposi-
tionedandpresentinthepresenceorabsenceofphosphate,but
uponphosphatestarvation,the−1nucleosomewas,onaverage,
threefoldlesslikelytobeoccupied,andthepositionofthe−2
nucleosomewassignificantlyshifteddownstream(Fig.3A).In-
deed,previouspredictionsandexperimentalworksuggestedthat
the−2nucleosomeneededtoberemovedinorderforthe−1
nucleosometoremodel(30,34).Single-cellnucleosomemap-
pingshowedthatuponphosphatestarvationandactivationof
thePHO5gene,76%ofcellsnowhadanucleosome-depleted
architecture,comparedwithonly10%whencellsweregrownin
phosphate-richmedia(Fig.3B,conformationsgandh).The+1
nucleosomewaspresentinallcellsregardlessofnutrientstatus,
but50%ofcellsstarvedofphosphatelackedthe−1nucleosome
(Fig.3B,conformationh),andanadditional26%ofthecellshad
the−1nucleosomeshiftedawayfromtheTATAbox,allowingit
tobeaccessibletoproteinfactors(Fig.3B,conformationg).
Althoughthesedataconfirmedpatternsofnucleosomerear-
rangementuponphosphatestarvationmappedinthebulkpop-
ulationofyeast,theyalsodemonstratethat∼25%ofcellsfailed
toundergoaremodelingofthenucleosomearchitectureandthus
remainedinanucleosome-richconfirmation(Fig.3B,conforma-
tionsatoh),demonstratingauniquesubpopulationofcells.

PHO5expressionisverylowunderphosphate-richconditions.
Theoretically,thislevelofexpressioncouldarisefromlow-level
transcriptionfromallcellsorcouldresultfromgenesilencing
inmostcellsandtranscriptionfromasmallminorityofcells.A
yeaststraininwhichthePHO5genecontainsaC-terminal
EGFPtagwasgrownundernutrient-rich,nonpermissivecon-
ditions.Lessthan1%ofthecellswereGFP-positive,which
indicatesthatalowbasalleveloftranscriptionwasoccurring
atthePHO5locus.TheseGFP-positivecellsweresortedby
FACSandprocessedforsingle-cellmapping.Thesortedpop-
ulationshowedthesameeightconformationsofnucleosomes

Fig.3.Remodelingofnucleosomesuponphosphatestarvationcorrelateswithanincreaseingeneexpression.(A)Nucleosome-scanningassayofthePHO5
promoterfromcellsgrowninrichmedia(black)andshiftedtomedialackingphosphate(gray)for3h.TheexperimentwasperformedasdescribedinFig.1.
(B)Thenucleosomearchitectureofcellsgrowninrichmedia(column1inthetabletotheright)isfromtheexperimentsinFig.1.Nucleosomearchitectureof
465cellsgrowninrichmediaandshiftedtomedialackingphosphate(column2,Phosphatestarved)fromthreebulkexperimentsrevealedthesameeight
conformationsofnucleosomesforthePHO5promoter,butthereisashiftinagreaterpopulationofmorenucleosome-freeconformations(gandh).Nu-
cleosomearchitectureof638cellsexpressingPHO5fromtwobulkexperiments(column3,GFPcells).CellsthatcontainanEGFPtagontheCterminusofPHO5
weregrowninrichmediaandsortedforGFP-positivecells,whichrepresents∼1%ofthetotalpopulation.

E2466|www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1400517111Smalletal.

(Small et al, PNAS, 2014,  Brown et al PLOS Biology, 2011, Boeger Lab papers)

Stochasticity in nucleosome organization in promoters 

Different cells (under exactly the same condition) have 
different nucleosome organization

Experiments 
by Small et al



Some questions we 
investigate…

• Given that nucleosomes are dynamic (they can bind/
dissociate and slide), what must be the underlying dynamical 
rules to obtain the experimentally known occupancy pattern? 

• What is the role of “active” (ATP-dependent) chromatin 
remodeling in maintaining experimentally observed chromatin 
organization? 

• How nucleosome organization would influence 3D looping of 
chromatin? 

• How certain non-histone proteins might affect chromatin 
organization?



(non-thermal, e.g. ATP-powered) chromatin remodeling.
In the absence of active remodeling, nucleosomes cannot
reach the degree of packing and positioning observed
in vivo (17).
In accord with this, Zhang et al. (7) have observed ex-

perimentally that the apparent statistical positioning
observed near TSS barriers requires ATP, presumably to
facilitate chromatin remodeling. However, at the same
time, other experiments suggest that DNA sequence does
play a role in positioning nucleosomes near TSS (1,10,21).
These observations suggest that the organization of nu-
cleosomes near TSS is determined by interplay between
primary DNA sequence-dependent nucleosome position-
ing and statistical positioning near nucleosome barriers,
but driven by non-thermal ATP-dependent chromatin re-
modeling dynamics outside of the realm of description in
terms of free energies and the (thermal equilibrium)
Boltzmann distribution.
Prior theoretical studies on nucleosome positioning near

TSSs suggest that DNA sequence is not a crucial factor in
reproducing experimentally observed nucleosome occu-
pancy (5,13). However, a number of recent experiments
indicate that sequence-dependent nucleosome stability
near TSSs has an important role in a range of biological
functions (21–23). This leads to an apparent paradox:
sequence appears to influence nucleosome stability and
biological function, but not occupancy.
We can anticipate that, owing to ATP-driven remodel-

ing, nucleosome organization is highly dynamic, with
kinetics and time-averaged properties which are far from
thermodynamic equilibrium. These non-thermal nucleo-
some dynamics likely control site accessibility of DNA
binding sites for site-specific DNA-binding proteins,
perhaps most notably near TSSs. Given our previously
developed model for chromatin dynamics with sequence-
dependent nucleosome–DNA interactions and ATP-
dependent remodeling (17), we decided to analyze what
the dynamics of nucleosomes would be near to nucleo-
some-depleted barriers.
Here we develop a theoretical description of nucleosome

dynamics near barriers where we can examine the effect of
sequence as well as ATP-dependent remodeling. We find
that establishment of apparent statistical positioning on
biologically relevant timescales requires active chromatin
remodeling; statistical positioning cannot occur by the
action of thermal fluctuations alone, in accord with the
result of Zhang et al. (7). Furthermore, we find that
DNA sequence does control nucleosome occupancy rela-
tively near to TSS barriers, but that this effect is sup-
pressed when one averages occupancy over many genes.
Computing nucleosome assembly kinetics, we show that
the timescale for formation of statistical positioning is
proportional to the timescale of active nucleosome disas-
sembly. Finally, we also observe that the kinetics of site
exposure show strong sequence dependence adjacent to
nucleosome barriers, indicating that there may be strong
effects of DNA-sequence-dependent nucleosome binding
on, for example, the kinetics of gene regulation.
The calculations of this article are all applied to chroma-

tin dynamics of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, for which
detailed genome-wide nucleosome positioning and

remodeling enzyme kinetic data exist. However, owing to
the generic nature of our model, we anticipate that our
results should be at least qualitatively relevant to chromatin
dynamics across a wide range of eukaryote species.

Model

In our model, we take into account four major factors that
influence nucleosome assembly: DNA–histone inter-
actions, nucleosome–nucleosome interactions, ATP-
dependent nucleosome reorganization and the effect of
barriers near TSSs. DNA, which is considered as a
linear lattice of N base pairs, interacts with histone
octamers in a sequence-dependent manner. In the model,
each nucleosome is treated as a particle that occupies
k=147 bp of DNA. A nucleosome starting at ith bp on
DNA has an interaction energy Vi. Vi is computed from
the model for S. cerevisiae nucleosome positioning of
Kaplan et al. (1), as described in the ‘Materials and
Methods’ section. Finally, nucleosomes act as ‘hard
cores’; they are not permitted to overlap one another.

We have three kinetic events in our model (Figure 1a):
(i) histone octamer binding to DNA to form nucleosomes
(nucleosome adsorption); (ii) histone octamer release
(nucleosome desorption); and (iii) lateral displacement of
histone octamers along the DNA (nucleosome sliding).
The actual deposition and dissociation of nucleosomes
involve multiple steps. First, 2! ðH3#H4Þ heterodimers
are deposited by histone chaperones such as CAF1,
and then 2! ðH2A#H2BÞ heterodimers are deposited
by chaperones such as Nap1. During disassembly,
H2A#H2B disassembles first, and only then the disas-
sembly of H3#H4 happens (24,25). However, for simpli-
city, in this article, we have approximated nucleosome
binding and dissociation as single events where the
octamer as a whole binds and dissociates at various loca-
tions along the DNA. Even though DNA–histone inter-
actions in the presence of thermal forces can, in principle,
result in all the three events discussed earlier in the text,

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. Schematic depiction of the model: (a) Three kinetic events:
nucleosome binding, dissociation and sliding. The sequence dependent
potential is represented by the color gradient as indicated in the
sidebar. (b) A hard barrier (purple) prevents nucleosome binding and
sliding through the TSS. (c) The soft barrier is the region with highly
positive (red) sequence-dependent potential such that nucleosomes are
repelled.

2 Nucleic Acids Research, 2013

1D-Model with nucleosome binding,  
dissociation and sliding

With sequence effects 

With steric interaction

We build the model bottom up: start with minimal; add details 
We do kinetic Monte Carlo simulations
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Why ATP-dependent sliding/disassembly is  
crucial: our model  provides an explanation

Our simulations
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Jyotsana Parmar et al Nucleic Acids Research (2014) 



DNAsequenceswereprotectedfromdigestion,specificlocationsfor
nucleosomesareunclear.Single-cellanalysisrevealedthatinthe+3
and+4nucleosomeregion,only17%ofcellswereactuallynucleo-
some-freeandanadditional31%containedonlyonenucleosomein
thisregion.

ExaminationoftheCYS3promoteralsorevealedacollection
ofnucleosomeconformations(Fig.2FandFig.S3).Weanalyzed
550cells,andoverallwefoundthreenucleosomespositionedin
20conformationsspanning540bpinthepromoterand5′end
ofCYS3.NucleosomescanningandMNase-seqdemonstrated
averywell-definednucleosomeinthe−2and+1positionsof
CYS3(Fig.2DandE).Weonlydetectedoneconformationfor
thenucleosomeatthe−2positionandfourconformationsatthe
+1nucleosomethatspanaregionof166bp(Fig.2FandFig.
S3).Bycontrast,wedetectedfivepositionsforthe−1nucleo-
somespanningalargerregionof184bp,andinsomecells,there
wascompleteabsenceofanucleosomeinthisregion.Inthe
majorityofcases,anucleosomeispresentinoneoffourcon-
formationsatthe−1position,but36%ofcellsentirelylack
anucleosomeinthepromoter.Theseresultsdemonstratethat
ourmethodcandetectdistinctnucleosomelocationsthatpre-
viouslyweredescribedasfuzzyorevennucleosome-free.

NucleosomeRemodelingIsObserveduponPhosphateStarvation.
Usingourmethodfordeterminingnucleosomepositioningin
singlecells,wenextdirectlytestedthecorrelationbetweennu-
cleosomepositioningandgeneexpressionthroughthestudyof
theyeastPHO5gene.Whengrowninnutrient-richmedia,PHO5
expressionislowtoabsentinyeast.Mostoftheyeastcellsgrown
undertheseconditionsdisplayedanucleosomeovertheTATA
boxandhigh-affinityUAS(Fig.1D,−1and−2nucleosomes),
presumablyblockingtranscriptionfactoraccessibilityandleading
togenesilencing.Nevertheless,evenunderthesenonpermissive
conditions,about10%ofcellslackedanucleosomeoverthehigh-
affinityUASsiteandtheTATAbox(Fig.1D,conformations
gandh).

PHO5expressionisinduceduponphosphatestarvation(ref.
31andFig.S4),andthenucleosomesofthisgenewereshownto

undergosignificantrearrangementuponphosphatestarvation,as
determinedbyelectronmicroscopy(30)andmethyltransferase
accessibility(34).Inagreementwithpreviousstudies(35,43,44),
PCR-basednucleosome-scanningassayshowedmarkedshiftsin
chromatinstructure(Fig.3A).The+1nucleosomewasposi-
tionedandpresentinthepresenceorabsenceofphosphate,but
uponphosphatestarvation,the−1nucleosomewas,onaverage,
threefoldlesslikelytobeoccupied,andthepositionofthe−2
nucleosomewassignificantlyshifteddownstream(Fig.3A).In-
deed,previouspredictionsandexperimentalworksuggestedthat
the−2nucleosomeneededtoberemovedinorderforthe−1
nucleosometoremodel(30,34).Single-cellnucleosomemap-
pingshowedthatuponphosphatestarvationandactivationof
thePHO5gene,76%ofcellsnowhadanucleosome-depleted
architecture,comparedwithonly10%whencellsweregrownin
phosphate-richmedia(Fig.3B,conformationsgandh).The+1
nucleosomewaspresentinallcellsregardlessofnutrientstatus,
but50%ofcellsstarvedofphosphatelackedthe−1nucleosome
(Fig.3B,conformationh),andanadditional26%ofthecellshad
the−1nucleosomeshiftedawayfromtheTATAbox,allowingit
tobeaccessibletoproteinfactors(Fig.3B,conformationg).
Althoughthesedataconfirmedpatternsofnucleosomerear-
rangementuponphosphatestarvationmappedinthebulkpop-
ulationofyeast,theyalsodemonstratethat∼25%ofcellsfailed
toundergoaremodelingofthenucleosomearchitectureandthus
remainedinanucleosome-richconfirmation(Fig.3B,conforma-
tionsatoh),demonstratingauniquesubpopulationofcells.

PHO5expressionisverylowunderphosphate-richconditions.
Theoretically,thislevelofexpressioncouldarisefromlow-level
transcriptionfromallcellsorcouldresultfromgenesilencing
inmostcellsandtranscriptionfromasmallminorityofcells.A
yeaststraininwhichthePHO5genecontainsaC-terminal
EGFPtagwasgrownundernutrient-rich,nonpermissivecon-
ditions.Lessthan1%ofthecellswereGFP-positive,which
indicatesthatalowbasalleveloftranscriptionwasoccurring
atthePHO5locus.TheseGFP-positivecellsweresortedby
FACSandprocessedforsingle-cellmapping.Thesortedpop-
ulationshowedthesameeightconformationsofnucleosomes

Fig.3.Remodelingofnucleosomesuponphosphatestarvationcorrelateswithanincreaseingeneexpression.(A)Nucleosome-scanningassayofthePHO5
promoterfromcellsgrowninrichmedia(black)andshiftedtomedialackingphosphate(gray)for3h.TheexperimentwasperformedasdescribedinFig.1.
(B)Thenucleosomearchitectureofcellsgrowninrichmedia(column1inthetabletotheright)isfromtheexperimentsinFig.1.Nucleosomearchitectureof
465cellsgrowninrichmediaandshiftedtomedialackingphosphate(column2,Phosphatestarved)fromthreebulkexperimentsrevealedthesameeight
conformationsofnucleosomesforthePHO5promoter,butthereisashiftinagreaterpopulationofmorenucleosome-freeconformations(gandh).Nu-
cleosomearchitectureof638cellsexpressingPHO5fromtwobulkexperiments(column3,GFPcells).CellsthatcontainanEGFPtagontheCterminusofPHO5
weregrowninrichmediaandsortedforGFP-positivecells,whichrepresents∼1%ofthetotalpopulation.

E2466|www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1400517111Smalletal.

Hungyo Kharerin et al Sci. Rep (2016), Parmar et al NAR (2016)

Active disassembly is absolutely necessary  
to maintain these different states

We can predict occurrence of these states and the dynamics 
under different  different conditions



Question 2: How do nucleosomes influence 
3D organization of the chromatin?



Text books: Zig-zag, Solenoid models:

Alberts et al 



In vitro experiments: 
DNA+nucleosomes=>zig-zag

in essentially one direction, inclusive of 6 bp from each adjoining
nucleosome core. The bending occurs into the minor groove
primarily at the TzA base pair step at the centre of LB. LS and LB
are not involved in crystal contacts. The presence of two different
linker conformations suggests that a dinucleosome may best repre-
sent the repeating unit of the higher-order structure. Both linkers
weremodelled using a 20-bp B-formDNA segment corresponding to
the linker length contained in the tetranucleosome DNA repeat. The
entire tetranucleosomeDNAwas regularized by energy minimization
to smooth the transitions between the linker and nucleosome core
DNA. Using 31-bp steps (20 bp from the linker and 6 bp from each
adjoining nucleosome core), the mean rise and twist per base pair are
3.54 Å (LS) and 3.48 Å (LB), and 10.20 bp per turn (LS) and 10.14 bp
per turn (LB), respectively. Calculations using 32-bp steps instead
yield 3.38 Å (LB) and 3.43 Å (LS), and 10.47 bp per turn (LB) and
10.53 bp per turn (LS), values matching well those accepted for free
B-form DNA, and suggesting that 1 bp per linker has been pulled out
of the nucleosome cores. A mechanism for buffering linker DNA

length and twist using nucleosome core DNA has been described4.
We have used the tetranucleosome structure, which does not form

continuous fibres in the crystals, to build ‘direct’ and ‘idealized’
models of the chromatin fibre. The fibre axis for both models is
chosen to be orthogonally intersecting the tetranucleosome two-fold
axis and bisecting the angle formed by the two stack axes (Fig. 1c). In
the structure, N1 and N2 are related by a238.18 rotation around the
fibre axis and a 33.4 Å translation along it. Therefore, the direct
model with a repeating unit of N1–N2 was constructed by placing
successive tetranucleosomes along the fibre axis using twice these
values (Fig. 3a). The maximum interfacial angle resulting between
nucleosomes in adjacent tetranucleosomes is 39.38 compared to 14.98
between N1 and N2 within the tetranucleosome, and as a conse-
quence, unacceptable steric interference occurs between the linker
and nucleosome core DNA of neighbouring tetranucleosomes.
Notwithstanding the steric overlap in the direct model, it contains
18.9 nucleosomes per turn in a period of 316.0 Å, yielding 6.6
nucleosomes per 110 Å (nucleosome core diameter), consistent
with measured values for mass per unit length of the chromatin
fibre21. The fibre diameter is 24–25 nm. Steric interference is most
simply relieved by increasing the separation of tetranucleosomes,
which decreases the number of nucleosomes per 110 Å to 5.8.
We built the idealized model to eliminate the steric overlap of the

direct model while maintaining its helix parameters. It is constructed
with a single nucleosome as the repeating unit, thereby equalizing all
nucleosome interfacial angles. N2 was first rotated by 98 to make its
dyad axis intersect the fibre axis orthogonally. The same repeat

Figure 1 | Tetranucleosome structure. a, View down a crystallographic
two-fold axis (black oval) relating the nucleosomes N1 and N2 to N1 0 and
N2 0 and bent linker DNA segment LB to LB 0 . The two-fold axis passes
through the straight linker DNA segment LS (arrow). b, View orthogonal to
the two-fold axis in a by rotation about the tetranucleosome long axis.
c, Definition of axes: nucleosome core dyad (green) and superhelix axes
(red); tetranucleosome stack axes (yellow); line segment connecting stack
axes (cyan); fibre axis (grey). (See Supplementary Video 1.)

Figure 2 | Electron density for the linker DNA (stereographs). View
direction and labels are as for Fig. 1b. The 2Fo 2 F c electron-density surface
is set at 0.7j. Traces for the DNA chains for one tetranucleosome are shown
(gold, blue). a, Linker DNA omit map calculated using phases from the
nucleosome core particle (10 bp from both DNA termini were omitted). The
surface corresponds to two superimposed copies of the tetranucleosome
electron density related by a crystallographic two-fold axis (cyan). The
surface is cut off if more distant than 8 Å from both tetranucleosome
models. b, Map calculated using phases from the complete model. The
surface is cut off if more distant than 8 Å from the single tetranucleosome
model shown.
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X-ray structure of a tetranucleosome and its
implications for the chromatin fibre
Thomas Schalch1, Sylwia Duda1, David F. Sargent1 & Timothy J. Richmond1

DNA in eukaryotic chromosomes is organized in arrays of nucleo-
somes compacted into chromatin fibres. This higher-order
structure of nucleosomes is the substrate for DNA replication,
recombination, transcription and repair. Although the structure
of the nucleosome core is known at near-atomic resolution1, even
the most fundamental information about the organization of
nucleosomes in the fibre is controversial. Here we report the
crystal structure of an oligonucleosome (a compact tetranucleo-
some) at 9 Å resolution, solved by molecular replacement using
the nucleosome core structure. The structure shows that linker
DNA zigzags back and forth between two stacks of nucleosome
cores, which form a truncated two-start helix, and does not follow
a path compatible with a one-start solenoidal helix2. The length of
linker DNA is most probably buffered by stretching of the DNA
contained in the nucleosome cores.We have built continuous fibre
models by successively stacking tetranucleosomes one on another.
The resulting models are nearly fully compacted and most closely
resemble the previously described crossed-linker model3. They
suggest that the interfaces between nucleosomes along a single
helix start are polymorphic.
The nucleosome is the fundamental repeating element of chro-

matin and comprises between 157 and 240 base pairs (bp) of DNA,
the four core histone proteins (H2A, H2B, H3 andH4) and the linker
histone protein (H1). The nucleosome core contains 147 bp of DNA
supercoiled in 1.67 left-handed turns around a core histone octamer4.
When native chromatin is examined by electron microscopy under
conditions of low ionic strength, nucleosomes appear as 11-nmbeads
on a string5,6. On addition of salt or when observed in situ7,
nucleosome arrays appear as compact fibres approximately 30 nm
in diameter. Subsequent to electron microscopy and small-angle
X-ray scattering (SAXS) studies, two classes of models for the
chromatin fibre emerged: the one-start solenoidal helix, in which a
linear array of nucleosomes is coiled2, and the two-start helix, in
which nucleosomes are assembled in a zigzag ribbon that twists or
supercoils3,8. Evidence cited in favour of the solenoid model is its
invariant diameter with respect to DNA linker length9,10, increased
compaction for fibres with six or more nucleosomes11, and a possible
requirement for supercoiled linker DNA12. Evidence cited in support
of two-start helix models is, conversely, variation of fibre diameter
with DNA linker length13, a zigzag path of nucleosomes as seen from
tomographic reconstruction in situ14, and linker DNA that is not
tightly bent15.
We have determined, at low resolution, the first structure of

an oligonucleosome using a tetranucleosome assembled in vitro.
Chromatin reaches maximum compaction in vitro in the presence of
multivalent cations or histone H1 (for example, see refs 16, 17), and
therefore crystals were grown from solutions having a divalent cation
concentration yielding compact chromatin. The tetranucleosome
comprises two stacks of two nucleosome cores (N1 and N2, and
N1 0 and N2 0) with three segments of linker DNA (LB, LB 0 and LS)

connecting them (Fig. 1a, b). A crystallographic two-fold axis passes
between the stacks making N1, N2 and LB identical to N1 0 , N2 0 and
LB 0 . The two-fold axis bisects LS. The two stacks are 146.1 Å apart,
centre to centre, measured as the distance between the two stack axes
passing through the centres of N1 and N2 and of N1 0 and N2 0 (the
nucleosome core centre is the intersection of its dyad and superhelix
axes4) (Fig. 1c). Notably, the stacks are rotated by 271.38 (left-
handed twist) with respect to each other around the shortest line
segment connecting their stack axes. The N1 and N2 nucleosome
cores within the same stack are separated by 57.6 Å centre to centre,
and are oriented with the centre of their DNA (dyad position)
approximately facing the opposite stack. Their superhelix axes and
dyad axes are at angles of 14.98 and 221.78, respectively. N1 and N2
interact via their octamer surfaces without direct connection via
linker DNA. Overall, the tetranucleosome has dimensions of
approximately 120 £ 150 £ 250 Å and corresponds to a two-start
helix, consistent with our recent crosslinking and electron
microscopy study17.
The tetranucleosome used here incorporates DNA having four

147-bp copies of the ‘601’ sequence, which yields a single high-
affinity position for the histone octamer (Supplementary Methods).
The nucleosome core-forming segments are connected by 20-bp
DNA linkers. The 167-bp repeat length produced is approximately
equal to the chromatin repeat found for Saccharomyces cerevisiae18

and for neurons in the cerebral cortex19. Tetranucleosomes were
assembled using recombinant Xenopus laevis histone octamers lacking
post-translational modifications20. On addition of divalent cations,
these tetranucleosomes compact into homogeneous particles as
judged by sedimentation analysis (T.S. and T.J.R., unpublished
data), as also occurs for nucleosome arrays with more and longer
repeats16. Crystals were obtained under conditions providing maxi-
mum array compaction16. They are stable between 20–60mMMgCl2
and withstand addition of up to 150mM KCl. The structure was
determined under conditions approximating physiological ionic
strength.
The tetranucleosome structure was solved by molecular replace-

ment using the nucleosome core particle structure1 (Supplementary
Table 1). A single stack of two nucleosomes constitutes the crystal
asymmetric unit. However, each asymmetric unit is overlaid with a
second copy, rotated 1808, according to the I222 space group
symmetry. This two-fold disorder results in the superposition of
two tetranucleosomes (Supplementary Fig. 1). Importantly, the
electron density for the linker DNA segments connecting stacks
is sufficiently clear for both orientations to permit reliable inter-
pretation (Fig. 2a). The independent positional parameters of the
two nucleosomes in the asymmetric unit were refined simultaneously
to reveal the location of LB, LB 0 and LS (Fig. 2b).
A consequence of the molecular two-fold symmetry of the tetra-

nucleosome is that there are only two types of linker DNA segments:
LS (straight) and LB (bent) (Fig. 1a, b). LB is maximally bent by 358
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Richmond Lab (Science 2004, Nature 2005) 

In vitro: Electron micrograph of 46-mer showed zig-zag



bind on the linker region and distort the orientation. For example, highly abundant high
mobility group (HMG) proteins (e.g., nhp6 in yeast), and many other architectural transcrip-
tion factors are known to bend DNA [34–38]. This bending by non-histone proteins can
potentially affect the structure of chromatin. (ii) Since DNA has a nonlinear bending elasticity,
it can have flexible hinges [39–43]. Given that DNA bending due to non-histone proteins is a
certainty, it is important to consider them in any model that investigates the chromatin struc-
ture in vivo. Existing models primarily predict zig-zag or solenoid-like structures [44–46].
Recent models also predict polymorphic structures based on the variation in nucleosome
repeat lengths [32, 47]. However, none of the existing papers, to the best of our knowledge,
have accounted for the effect of local DNA curvatures resulting from non-histone protein
binding and/or the possibility of highly flexible regions due to other factors. Neither have these
studies systematically investigated how the chromatin structure would appear when a large
number of nucleosomes (beyond 100 nucleosomes) are present in the presence of DNA-bend-
ing proteins.

In this work we study the higher order folding of nucleosome-bound DNA taking into
account the possibility of non-histone proteins binding along the linker region, bending the
DNA locally. Performing extensive simulations with two different models for chromatin, we
show that (i) in the absence of non-histone protein binding, the nucleosome-bound DNA
folds into a regular zig-zag structure; (ii) after the introduction of the non-histone proteins
that bend linker DNA, the regular zig-zag structure starts disappearing. We compute the chro-
matin structure in the presence of specific proteins such as nhp6 and HMG. As a function of
the density of bound non-histone proteins, we find that there is a transition from a zig-zag
structure to an irregular higher order structure. We also investigate the influence of linker
length on the formation of irregular structures.

Materials and methods

To investigate the role of DNA-bending proteins in higher order chromatin structures, we per-
formed two kinds of simulations: (i) Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations considering a
bead-spring model of DNA and accounting for nucleosome and proteins explicitly, and (ii)
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations considering a freely rotating chain (FRC) model for
chromatin.

Fig 1. (a) When the DNA (yellow chain) is wrapped around the histone octamer (blue), we can represent the direction of the DNA segments that enters and
exits the histone core as two vectors as shown here. The relative orientations of these entry/exit vectors will influence the local structure of the chromatin. (b)
Linker DNA is typically rigid and straight. Rigid linker DNA and restricted orientations of entry/exit DNA segments will promote a zig-zag structure. (c–d):
Schematic diagram describing the models: (c) Bead-spring model—DNA is modelled as a polymer made of beads of type-1 (yellow). 14 DNA-beads wrap
around the histone-octamer bead (type-2, blue) to form a nucleosome. The picture also depicts linker histone H1 constraining entry/exit DNA beads (black
spring), non-histone protein bending the linker region (red spring), and rigid linker regions when it is free of non-histone proteins. (d) Equivalently, nucleosome
is considered as a bead that constraints the entry/exit DNA segments at an angle αn. (e) FRC model—chromatin is modelled as a long 3D chain of N vectors.
Yellow vectors represent linker DNA segments, which make a small angle θd with respect to its neighbor vector (in the absence of a non-histone protein); blue
arrows represent histone-bound DNA having an angle θn = π − αn between them. When a non-histone protein is present in the linker region, yellow tangents
make a relative angle of θp as shown.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005365.g001
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bind on the linker region and distort the orientation. For example, highly abundant high
mobility group (HMG) proteins (e.g., nhp6 in yeast), and many other architectural transcrip-
tion factors are known to bend DNA [34–38]. This bending by non-histone proteins can
potentially affect the structure of chromatin. (ii) Since DNA has a nonlinear bending elasticity,
it can have flexible hinges [39–43]. Given that DNA bending due to non-histone proteins is a
certainty, it is important to consider them in any model that investigates the chromatin struc-
ture in vivo. Existing models primarily predict zig-zag or solenoid-like structures [44–46].
Recent models also predict polymorphic structures based on the variation in nucleosome
repeat lengths [32, 47]. However, none of the existing papers, to the best of our knowledge,
have accounted for the effect of local DNA curvatures resulting from non-histone protein
binding and/or the possibility of highly flexible regions due to other factors. Neither have these
studies systematically investigated how the chromatin structure would appear when a large
number of nucleosomes (beyond 100 nucleosomes) are present in the presence of DNA-bend-
ing proteins.

In this work we study the higher order folding of nucleosome-bound DNA taking into
account the possibility of non-histone proteins binding along the linker region, bending the
DNA locally. Performing extensive simulations with two different models for chromatin, we
show that (i) in the absence of non-histone protein binding, the nucleosome-bound DNA
folds into a regular zig-zag structure; (ii) after the introduction of the non-histone proteins
that bend linker DNA, the regular zig-zag structure starts disappearing. We compute the chro-
matin structure in the presence of specific proteins such as nhp6 and HMG. As a function of
the density of bound non-histone proteins, we find that there is a transition from a zig-zag
structure to an irregular higher order structure. We also investigate the influence of linker
length on the formation of irregular structures.

Materials and methods

To investigate the role of DNA-bending proteins in higher order chromatin structures, we per-
formed two kinds of simulations: (i) Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations considering a
bead-spring model of DNA and accounting for nucleosome and proteins explicitly, and (ii)
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations considering a freely rotating chain (FRC) model for
chromatin.

Fig 1. (a) When the DNA (yellow chain) is wrapped around the histone octamer (blue), we can represent the direction of the DNA segments that enters and
exits the histone core as two vectors as shown here. The relative orientations of these entry/exit vectors will influence the local structure of the chromatin. (b)
Linker DNA is typically rigid and straight. Rigid linker DNA and restricted orientations of entry/exit DNA segments will promote a zig-zag structure. (c–d):
Schematic diagram describing the models: (c) Bead-spring model—DNA is modelled as a polymer made of beads of type-1 (yellow). 14 DNA-beads wrap
around the histone-octamer bead (type-2, blue) to form a nucleosome. The picture also depicts linker histone H1 constraining entry/exit DNA beads (black
spring), non-histone protein bending the linker region (red spring), and rigid linker regions when it is free of non-histone proteins. (d) Equivalently, nucleosome
is considered as a bead that constraints the entry/exit DNA segments at an angle αn. (e) FRC model—chromatin is modelled as a long 3D chain of N vectors.
Yellow vectors represent linker DNA segments, which make a small angle θd with respect to its neighbor vector (in the absence of a non-histone protein); blue
arrows represent histone-bound DNA having an angle θn = π − αn between them. When a non-histone protein is present in the linker region, yellow tangents
make a relative angle of θp as shown.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005365.g001
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bind on the linker region and distort the orientation. For example, highly abundant high
mobility group (HMG) proteins (e.g., nhp6 in yeast), and many other architectural transcrip-
tion factors are known to bend DNA [34–38]. This bending by non-histone proteins can
potentially affect the structure of chromatin. (ii) Since DNA has a nonlinear bending elasticity,
it can have flexible hinges [39–43]. Given that DNA bending due to non-histone proteins is a
certainty, it is important to consider them in any model that investigates the chromatin struc-
ture in vivo. Existing models primarily predict zig-zag or solenoid-like structures [44–46].
Recent models also predict polymorphic structures based on the variation in nucleosome
repeat lengths [32, 47]. However, none of the existing papers, to the best of our knowledge,
have accounted for the effect of local DNA curvatures resulting from non-histone protein
binding and/or the possibility of highly flexible regions due to other factors. Neither have these
studies systematically investigated how the chromatin structure would appear when a large
number of nucleosomes (beyond 100 nucleosomes) are present in the presence of DNA-bend-
ing proteins.

In this work we study the higher order folding of nucleosome-bound DNA taking into
account the possibility of non-histone proteins binding along the linker region, bending the
DNA locally. Performing extensive simulations with two different models for chromatin, we
show that (i) in the absence of non-histone protein binding, the nucleosome-bound DNA
folds into a regular zig-zag structure; (ii) after the introduction of the non-histone proteins
that bend linker DNA, the regular zig-zag structure starts disappearing. We compute the chro-
matin structure in the presence of specific proteins such as nhp6 and HMG. As a function of
the density of bound non-histone proteins, we find that there is a transition from a zig-zag
structure to an irregular higher order structure. We also investigate the influence of linker
length on the formation of irregular structures.

Materials and methods

To investigate the role of DNA-bending proteins in higher order chromatin structures, we per-
formed two kinds of simulations: (i) Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations considering a
bead-spring model of DNA and accounting for nucleosome and proteins explicitly, and (ii)
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations considering a freely rotating chain (FRC) model for
chromatin.

Fig 1. (a) When the DNA (yellow chain) is wrapped around the histone octamer (blue), we can represent the direction of the DNA segments that enters and
exits the histone core as two vectors as shown here. The relative orientations of these entry/exit vectors will influence the local structure of the chromatin. (b)
Linker DNA is typically rigid and straight. Rigid linker DNA and restricted orientations of entry/exit DNA segments will promote a zig-zag structure. (c–d):
Schematic diagram describing the models: (c) Bead-spring model—DNA is modelled as a polymer made of beads of type-1 (yellow). 14 DNA-beads wrap
around the histone-octamer bead (type-2, blue) to form a nucleosome. The picture also depicts linker histone H1 constraining entry/exit DNA beads (black
spring), non-histone protein bending the linker region (red spring), and rigid linker regions when it is free of non-histone proteins. (d) Equivalently, nucleosome
is considered as a bead that constraints the entry/exit DNA segments at an angle αn. (e) FRC model—chromatin is modelled as a long 3D chain of N vectors.
Yellow vectors represent linker DNA segments, which make a small angle θd with respect to its neighbor vector (in the absence of a non-histone protein); blue
arrows represent histone-bound DNA having an angle θn = π − αn between them. When a non-histone protein is present in the linker region, yellow tangents
make a relative angle of θp as shown.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005365.g001
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bind on the linker region and distort the orientation. For example, highly abundant high
mobility group (HMG) proteins (e.g., nhp6 in yeast), and many other architectural transcrip-
tion factors are known to bend DNA [34–38]. This bending by non-histone proteins can
potentially affect the structure of chromatin. (ii) Since DNA has a nonlinear bending elasticity,
it can have flexible hinges [39–43]. Given that DNA bending due to non-histone proteins is a
certainty, it is important to consider them in any model that investigates the chromatin struc-
ture in vivo. Existing models primarily predict zig-zag or solenoid-like structures [44–46].
Recent models also predict polymorphic structures based on the variation in nucleosome
repeat lengths [32, 47]. However, none of the existing papers, to the best of our knowledge,
have accounted for the effect of local DNA curvatures resulting from non-histone protein
binding and/or the possibility of highly flexible regions due to other factors. Neither have these
studies systematically investigated how the chromatin structure would appear when a large
number of nucleosomes (beyond 100 nucleosomes) are present in the presence of DNA-bend-
ing proteins.

In this work we study the higher order folding of nucleosome-bound DNA taking into
account the possibility of non-histone proteins binding along the linker region, bending the
DNA locally. Performing extensive simulations with two different models for chromatin, we
show that (i) in the absence of non-histone protein binding, the nucleosome-bound DNA
folds into a regular zig-zag structure; (ii) after the introduction of the non-histone proteins
that bend linker DNA, the regular zig-zag structure starts disappearing. We compute the chro-
matin structure in the presence of specific proteins such as nhp6 and HMG. As a function of
the density of bound non-histone proteins, we find that there is a transition from a zig-zag
structure to an irregular higher order structure. We also investigate the influence of linker
length on the formation of irregular structures.

Materials and methods

To investigate the role of DNA-bending proteins in higher order chromatin structures, we per-
formed two kinds of simulations: (i) Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations considering a
bead-spring model of DNA and accounting for nucleosome and proteins explicitly, and (ii)
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations considering a freely rotating chain (FRC) model for
chromatin.

Fig 1. (a) When the DNA (yellow chain) is wrapped around the histone octamer (blue), we can represent the direction of the DNA segments that enters and
exits the histone core as two vectors as shown here. The relative orientations of these entry/exit vectors will influence the local structure of the chromatin. (b)
Linker DNA is typically rigid and straight. Rigid linker DNA and restricted orientations of entry/exit DNA segments will promote a zig-zag structure. (c–d):
Schematic diagram describing the models: (c) Bead-spring model—DNA is modelled as a polymer made of beads of type-1 (yellow). 14 DNA-beads wrap
around the histone-octamer bead (type-2, blue) to form a nucleosome. The picture also depicts linker histone H1 constraining entry/exit DNA beads (black
spring), non-histone protein bending the linker region (red spring), and rigid linker regions when it is free of non-histone proteins. (d) Equivalently, nucleosome
is considered as a bead that constraints the entry/exit DNA segments at an angle αn. (e) FRC model—chromatin is modelled as a long 3D chain of N vectors.
Yellow vectors represent linker DNA segments, which make a small angle θd with respect to its neighbor vector (in the absence of a non-histone protein); blue
arrows represent histone-bound DNA having an angle θn = π − αn between them. When a non-histone protein is present in the linker region, yellow tangents
make a relative angle of θp as shown.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005365.g001
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bind on the linker region and distort the orientation. For example, highly abundant high
mobility group (HMG) proteins (e.g., nhp6 in yeast), and many other architectural transcrip-
tion factors are known to bend DNA [34–38]. This bending by non-histone proteins can
potentially affect the structure of chromatin. (ii) Since DNA has a nonlinear bending elasticity,
it can have flexible hinges [39–43]. Given that DNA bending due to non-histone proteins is a
certainty, it is important to consider them in any model that investigates the chromatin struc-
ture in vivo. Existing models primarily predict zig-zag or solenoid-like structures [44–46].
Recent models also predict polymorphic structures based on the variation in nucleosome
repeat lengths [32, 47]. However, none of the existing papers, to the best of our knowledge,
have accounted for the effect of local DNA curvatures resulting from non-histone protein
binding and/or the possibility of highly flexible regions due to other factors. Neither have these
studies systematically investigated how the chromatin structure would appear when a large
number of nucleosomes (beyond 100 nucleosomes) are present in the presence of DNA-bend-
ing proteins.

In this work we study the higher order folding of nucleosome-bound DNA taking into
account the possibility of non-histone proteins binding along the linker region, bending the
DNA locally. Performing extensive simulations with two different models for chromatin, we
show that (i) in the absence of non-histone protein binding, the nucleosome-bound DNA
folds into a regular zig-zag structure; (ii) after the introduction of the non-histone proteins
that bend linker DNA, the regular zig-zag structure starts disappearing. We compute the chro-
matin structure in the presence of specific proteins such as nhp6 and HMG. As a function of
the density of bound non-histone proteins, we find that there is a transition from a zig-zag
structure to an irregular higher order structure. We also investigate the influence of linker
length on the formation of irregular structures.

Materials and methods

To investigate the role of DNA-bending proteins in higher order chromatin structures, we per-
formed two kinds of simulations: (i) Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations considering a
bead-spring model of DNA and accounting for nucleosome and proteins explicitly, and (ii)
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations considering a freely rotating chain (FRC) model for
chromatin.

Fig 1. (a) When the DNA (yellow chain) is wrapped around the histone octamer (blue), we can represent the direction of the DNA segments that enters and
exits the histone core as two vectors as shown here. The relative orientations of these entry/exit vectors will influence the local structure of the chromatin. (b)
Linker DNA is typically rigid and straight. Rigid linker DNA and restricted orientations of entry/exit DNA segments will promote a zig-zag structure. (c–d):
Schematic diagram describing the models: (c) Bead-spring model—DNA is modelled as a polymer made of beads of type-1 (yellow). 14 DNA-beads wrap
around the histone-octamer bead (type-2, blue) to form a nucleosome. The picture also depicts linker histone H1 constraining entry/exit DNA beads (black
spring), non-histone protein bending the linker region (red spring), and rigid linker regions when it is free of non-histone proteins. (d) Equivalently, nucleosome
is considered as a bead that constraints the entry/exit DNA segments at an angle αn. (e) FRC model—chromatin is modelled as a long 3D chain of N vectors.
Yellow vectors represent linker DNA segments, which make a small angle θd with respect to its neighbor vector (in the absence of a non-histone protein); blue
arrows represent histone-bound DNA having an angle θn = π − αn between them. When a non-histone protein is present in the linker region, yellow tangents
make a relative angle of θp as shown.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005365.g001
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that distort linker DNA. The results are shown in Fig 2d for different inter-nucleosome inter-
actions and 50% density of bound non-histone proteins. The I(k) is no more peaked at k = 2;
the peak is shifted to k = 1, indicating the destruction of the zig-zag structure. For higher inter-
nucleosome interactions (different curves), two nucleosomes come very close and the overall
structure is more tightly packed. The peak probability decreases slightly with higher interac-
tions as more and more far away neighbors get locked within the cut off distance. These results
indicate that the presence of DNA-bending non-histone proteins can be a crucial factor in
determining the chromatin structure at the length scale of a gene, and may plausibly explain
why the 30-nm higher order structure is elusive under in vivo conditions (also see S3 and S4
Figs). To test whether the precise model for linker histone would affect our results, we did a set
of simulations considering linker histone as a bead that interacts with two entry/exit linker
DNA and the corresponding nucleosomes as suggested by data in the literature [49] (see S1
Text). Results in S5 Fig show that this does not change our findings. We also did BD

Fig 2. (a–b): Snapshots of chromatin from BD simulations showing DNA (yellow) and nucleosomes (blue and green) [55]. (a) In the absence of non-
histone proteins; a zig-zag structure is seen. (b) In the presence of non-histone proteins that bend linker DNA (density ρ = 0.5). DNA-bending brings
neighbouring nucleosomes closer to each other mixing the blue and green. This destroys the zig-zag nature where, typically, next neighbors (same-color

nucleosomes) are closer than the neighbors (different colors). Both have inter-nucleosome interaction with ~kh à 50. (c–d): I(k) from BD simulations. (c)

Without (~kh à 0) and with inter-nucleosome interactions (~kh à 10; 30; 50) and in the absence of any non-histone protein. Here I(k) peaks at k = 2 indicating

the formation of zig-zag structure for each ~kh. (d) Without (~kh à 0) and with inter-nucleosome interactions (~kh à 10; 30; 50) in the presence of non-histone
proteins(ρ = 0.5). Here the peaks at I(1) imply that neighboring nucleosomes are geometrically close to each other, and the zig-zag structure is dismantled
in the presence of non-histone proteins.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005365.g002
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(Fig 4b, ρ = 0.24, θp = 120˚ with random orientations). This simple numerical study supports
the hypothesis that the role of non-histone proteins is crucial in deciding the higher order
structure of chromatin.

Large-scale chromatin organization

So far we did simulations with a small number of nucleosomes (M⇡ 20, approximate length
scale of a single gene). However, what will be the chromatin organisation in the longer length-
scale (length scale of many genes) accounting for a large number of nucleosomes is an impor-
tant question. Since performing BD for large systems is computationally expensive, and since
both BD and FRC simulations give similar results, we implemented the 3D FRC model to
probe large-scale organization of chromatin. Using the FRC model, we generated a large num-
ber of (⇡ 107) equilibrium configurations of chromatin, each having 2000 nucleosomes, both
with and without non-histone proteins. Systematically varying protein density (ρ), we investi-
gated the amount of non-histone proteins required for the appearance of an irregular struc-
ture. To compare the 3D FRC model with and without proteins and to quantify the resulting
nucleosome organization in space, here too we computed I(k) (Fig 5a). In the absence of non-
histone proteins (Fig 5a, blue), the peak is at k = 2 implying a zig-zag structure. As protein
density (ρ) increases, the k = 2 becomes less probable, and the probability of finding k 6à 2
increases. Here the bending angle of non-histone protein is chosen as θp = 90˚ representing
proteins like HMG-B or nhp6 [52, 53].

Results presented in Fig 5a suggest that, as a function of one parameter—non-histone pro-
tein density—there exists a transition from a zig-zag structure (dominant peak is at k = 2) to
an irregular structure (dominant peak at k 6à 2). The plot of peak position (the value of k at
which I(k) peaks) as a function of protein density (Fig 5a, inset) captures this transition and
shows that the transition happens when the protein density is⇡0.48. This is also the parameter
regime where I(1) is comparable to I(2)—this is important since recent experiments have indi-
cated that chromatin has an irregular structure, and at the same time there exist both i/i + 1

Fig 4. Snapshots of chromatin simulated using the FRC model in 2D showing linker DNA (red) and nucleosomes (blue). The linker length is⇡ 42
bp. (a)In the absence of any non-histone protein, we get a nice zig-zag-like structure. (b)In the presence of non-histone proteins where each linker region
has a probability of 0.24 for non-histone protein to bind. The presence of non-histone proteins is modeled as a bend in the linker region. The non-histone
proteins (not marked separately) are visible as sharp angles between two neighboring blue dots.

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005365.g004
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and i/i + 2 contacts [60]. Given that, in reality, there are proteins of different types binding in a
heterogeneous manner (e.g. LEF1: 107˚-127˚, nhp6: 120˚) we repeated the calculation for dif-
ferent set of bending angles—angles randomly chosen from a range between 90˚ and 135˚ [56,
59]. The results are shown in Fig 5b. Here too the inset shows a transition from zig-zag to
irregular structure as a function of protein density. In both the figures here, the chromatin
becomes irregular when ρ< 0.5(at ρ = 0.48 in Fig 5a and ρ = 0.28 in Fig 5b). This is equivalent
to having one non-histone protein for every four nucleosomes (⇡ 1/0.28) or two nucleosomes
(⇡ 1/0.48), consistent with abundance of non-histone proteins in the cell [35]. It is known that
there exists roughly one HMG protein for every two nucleosomes [35] and hence such irregu-
lar structures can be expected for chromatin in which nearly all available HMGB proteins bind
at linker regions.

Fig 5. From 3D FRC model with 2000 nucleosomes. (a) I(k) without any non-histone proteins (blue curve) and with different densities of non-histone
proteins: ρ = 0.1 (yellow), ρ = 0.3 (pink), and ρ = 0.5 (green). The peak at k = 2 is shifted to k = 1 on increasing ρ. Here, the bending angle of the non-
histone protein is θp = 90˚ representing nhp6 and HMG-B. Inset: the peak location (k value at which I(k) is peaked), kpeak, for different ρ. This indicates a
transition from a zig-zag to an irregular structure. (b) The same as (a) but with θp chosen randomly from 90˚–135˚ (c) A phase diagram obtained by varying
the linker length and the density of proteins in the linker region (θp as in (b)). The red dots represent the values of the parameters at which the transition
from zig-zag to irregular structure happens (i.e., parameter values at which I(1) = I(2)). (d) A similar phase diagram obtained by varying the bending angle
(representing different proteins) and the protein density (linker length = 42bp).

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005365.g005
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and i/i + 2 contacts [60]. Given that, in reality, there are proteins of different types binding in a
heterogeneous manner (e.g. LEF1: 107˚-127˚, nhp6: 120˚) we repeated the calculation for dif-
ferent set of bending angles—angles randomly chosen from a range between 90˚ and 135˚ [56,
59]. The results are shown in Fig 5b. Here too the inset shows a transition from zig-zag to
irregular structure as a function of protein density. In both the figures here, the chromatin
becomes irregular when ρ< 0.5(at ρ = 0.48 in Fig 5a and ρ = 0.28 in Fig 5b). This is equivalent
to having one non-histone protein for every four nucleosomes (⇡ 1/0.28) or two nucleosomes
(⇡ 1/0.48), consistent with abundance of non-histone proteins in the cell [35]. It is known that
there exists roughly one HMG protein for every two nucleosomes [35] and hence such irregu-
lar structures can be expected for chromatin in which nearly all available HMGB proteins bind
at linker regions.

Fig 5. From 3D FRC model with 2000 nucleosomes. (a) I(k) without any non-histone proteins (blue curve) and with different densities of non-histone
proteins: ρ = 0.1 (yellow), ρ = 0.3 (pink), and ρ = 0.5 (green). The peak at k = 2 is shifted to k = 1 on increasing ρ. Here, the bending angle of the non-
histone protein is θp = 90˚ representing nhp6 and HMG-B. Inset: the peak location (k value at which I(k) is peaked), kpeak, for different ρ. This indicates a
transition from a zig-zag to an irregular structure. (b) The same as (a) but with θp chosen randomly from 90˚–135˚ (c) A phase diagram obtained by varying
the linker length and the density of proteins in the linker region (θp as in (b)). The red dots represent the values of the parameters at which the transition
from zig-zag to irregular structure happens (i.e., parameter values at which I(1) = I(2)). (d) A similar phase diagram obtained by varying the bending angle
(representing different proteins) and the protein density (linker length = 42bp).

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005365.g005
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and i/i + 2 contacts [60]. Given that, in reality, there are proteins of different types binding in a
heterogeneous manner (e.g. LEF1: 107˚-127˚, nhp6: 120˚) we repeated the calculation for dif-
ferent set of bending angles—angles randomly chosen from a range between 90˚ and 135˚ [56,
59]. The results are shown in Fig 5b. Here too the inset shows a transition from zig-zag to
irregular structure as a function of protein density. In both the figures here, the chromatin
becomes irregular when ρ< 0.5(at ρ = 0.48 in Fig 5a and ρ = 0.28 in Fig 5b). This is equivalent
to having one non-histone protein for every four nucleosomes (⇡ 1/0.28) or two nucleosomes
(⇡ 1/0.48), consistent with abundance of non-histone proteins in the cell [35]. It is known that
there exists roughly one HMG protein for every two nucleosomes [35] and hence such irregu-
lar structures can be expected for chromatin in which nearly all available HMGB proteins bind
at linker regions.

Fig 5. From 3D FRC model with 2000 nucleosomes. (a) I(k) without any non-histone proteins (blue curve) and with different densities of non-histone
proteins: ρ = 0.1 (yellow), ρ = 0.3 (pink), and ρ = 0.5 (green). The peak at k = 2 is shifted to k = 1 on increasing ρ. Here, the bending angle of the non-
histone protein is θp = 90˚ representing nhp6 and HMG-B. Inset: the peak location (k value at which I(k) is peaked), kpeak, for different ρ. This indicates a
transition from a zig-zag to an irregular structure. (b) The same as (a) but with θp chosen randomly from 90˚–135˚ (c) A phase diagram obtained by varying
the linker length and the density of proteins in the linker region (θp as in (b)). The red dots represent the values of the parameters at which the transition
from zig-zag to irregular structure happens (i.e., parameter values at which I(1) = I(2)). (d) A similar phase diagram obtained by varying the bending angle
(representing different proteins) and the protein density (linker length = 42bp).

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005365.g005

Irregular chromatin
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Under what conditions will one 
observe “irregular” chromatin?

Bajpai et al (2017) PLOS Comp. Bio.



Part 1: Summary
• Physical models for nucleosome positioning 

• Dynamics of nucleosomes 

• How nucleosome positioning affect 3D organization 
of chromatin 

• DNA-bending non-histone protein will influence 3D 
organization of chromatin



Part 2: Microtubule dynamics: 
chemical kinetics combined 

with filament mechanics



Microtubule: theories
• There have been many theoretical/computational studies 

trying to understand/explain microtubule dynamics 

• Successful in understanding some aspects  

• No single theory explains all the experimentally 
observed [even in vitro] phenomena in a consistent 
manner (quantitatively). 

• If we accept some of the existing theoretical notions in 
the field, it will lead to paradoxes/contradictions 

• Our Aim: build a consistent theory that explains all 
phenomena quantitatively



GTP-bound tubulin protofilaments are “straight” 

GDP-bound tubulin protofilaments are intrinsically curved

Picture: Alberts et al 



Lateral bonds between protofilaments hold MT stable 

GDP protofilaments would want to curve out 
destabilizing MT 

 

Stability of a microtubule 
cylinder and shrinkage



This “power struggle” between inter-protofilament interaction 
and bending elasticity decides the stability of MT 

Evidence that GTP hydrolysis regulates the catastrophe
switch

What powers the dynamic microtubule behavior? The energy
required for this process comes from GTP hydrolysis. GTP
hydrolysis occurs at the b-tubulin subunit after incorporation
of the tubulin dimer into the microtubule lattice. When micro-
tubules are grown with GMPCPP, a non-hydrolyzable form of
GTP, they do not undergo dynamic instability [7], showing that
GTP hydrolysis is necessary for the switching behavior.

Experiments using laser cutting and micro-needle severing
of individual microtubules [8, 52] found that newly exposed
plus ends rapidly depolymerize, demonstrating that a growing
microtubule has a stabilizing cap on its plus end. Evidence
that the stabilizing cap is small comes from dilution exper-
iments [9, 10]. In these experiments, microtubules were grown
using different tubulin concentrations (leading to different
growth rates), and the buffer solution was rapidly exchanged
for a solution containing no free tubulin. Microtubules were
consequently observed to undergo catastrophe within several
seconds upon dilution, much shorter than the time to catas-
trophe during growth and arguing for a small stabilizing cap
whose size does not scale with the growth rate.

It is thought that GTP-tubulin subunits incorporating at
the end of a growing microtubule form a GTP-tubulin cap that
contributes, somehow, to stability [1]. Upon hydrolysis, the GDP-
bound microtubule lattice quickly depolymerizes, as the con-
centration necessary for polymerization of GDP-tubulin
is several orders of magnitude higher than that of GTP-tubulin
(Kc in Table 1). However, addition of GMPCPP-tubulin stabilizes
microtubules [11] and even a single layer or two of GMPCPP-
tubulin is sufficient to prevent depolymerization [12, 13].

How big is the GTP-tubulin cap? Although a single layer of
GTP-tubulin capping a 13-protofilament microtubule might be
sufficient to provide stability (based on the GMPCPP results),
the actual size of the GTP cap will ultimately depend on the
mechanism of GTP hydrolysis. Tubulin dimers in solution

exhibit a low rate of hydrolysis: it is only upon incorporation
into the microtubule that GTP hydrolysis is triggered [13].
Furthermore, biochemical bulk assays used to determine
the rate of GTP hydrolysis in microtubules found little lag
between polymerization and hydrolysis [14–16], again arguing
for a small GTP cap, as will be discussed more precisely in the
modeling section.

The stimulation of GTP hydrolysis by polymerization can
arise in several ways, all of which rely on interaction between
neighboring dimers in the polymer. Structural studies provide
evidence for a specific interaction in which incoming dimers
interact with the nucleotides of the terminal dimers at the plus
end and trigger their hydrolysis [17]. We call this ‘‘coupled’’
hydrolysis to indicate an immediate effect of polymerization
on hydrolysis. Alternatively, stimulation could take place
when a GTP dimer is more fully incorporated into the lattice
and has more neighbors.

Although the GTP cap need only be small, recent high-
resolution measurements using optical tweezers observed
fluctuations in microtubule growth exhibiting rapid shorten-
ing excursions greater than 40 nm (corresponding to five
layers of tubulin dimers) without larger-scale microtubule
catastrophe [18, 19]. This finding implies either a longer
GTP cap, or that the lengths of the individual protofilaments
can fluctuate (i.e. the end is ragged) and stabilization is con-
ferred at the level where the protofilaments form the tube.

In cells, the dynamic growth and shrinkage of microtu-
bules is regulated by a multitude of microtubule-associated
proteins (MAPs). Among them are microtubule polymerases,
such as XMAP215, which increase microtubule growth rates
up to 10-fold, microtubule depolymerases, such as kinesins
from the kinesin-8 and kinesin-13 families, which promote
microtubule catastrophe, as well as many plus-end-tracking
proteins (þTIPs) known to affect one or more parameters of
dynamic instability [20]. In this essay, we concentrate on the
behavior of tubulin alone because this is a prerequisite for
understanding the regulatory effects of MAPs.

How can the existing theoretical models, which assume
particular molecular mechanisms of GTP hydrolysis, account
for the properties of microtubule dynamic instability? We focus
on several experimentally observable parameters. First, we

growth

shrinkage

catastropherescue

GTP-tubulin dimer GDP-tubulin dimer

Figure 1. Microtubule dynamic instability. Microtubules are 13-proto-
filament cylindrical polymers, which switch between phases of growth
and shrinkage. Tubulin dimers are incorporated into the growing lattice
in the GTP-bound form and stochastically hydrolyze to GDP-tubulin,
thus forming a GTP-cap. It is thought that the switching from growth
to shrinkage occurs due to the loss of the GTP-cap.

Table 1. Rate constants for microtubule polymerization and
depolymerization at the plus end

Rate constant
GTP-
tubulin

GMPCPP-
tubulin

GDP-
tubulin

kon (mM"1 s"1) 3.2 5.4 –

k (s"1) – 0.1 290

Kc (mM) 0.03a 0.02 90b

Adapted from Howard [26]. Data for GTP/GDP-tubulin comes from
Drechsel et al. [36]. GMPCPP-tubulin data from Hyman et al. [7]. kon

is the second order association rate constant. k is the dissociation
rate constant.
Kc ¼ k=kon is the dissociation constant, also called the critical con-
centration and is the concentration above which there is net growth.
a Assuming the dissociation rate constant for GMPCPP-tubulin.
b Assuming the association rate constant for GTP tubulin.
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GDP-state leads to unzippering and shrinkage 

Our results question this notion.
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Microtubule dynamic instability:
A new model with coupled GTP
hydrolysis and multistep catastrophe
Hugo Bowne-Andersony, Marija Zanicy, Monika Kauer and Jonathon Howard!

A key question in understanding microtubule dynamics

is how GTP hydrolysis leads to catastrophe, the switch

from slow growth to rapid shrinkage. We first provide a

review of the experimental and modeling literature, and

then present a new model of microtubule dynamics. We

demonstrate that vectorial, random, and coupled

hydrolysis mechanisms are not consistent with the

dependence of catastrophe on tubulin concentration and

show that, although single-protofilament models can

explain many features of dynamics, they do not describe

catastrophe as a multistep process. Finally, we present

a new combined (coupled plus random hydrolysis)

multiple-protofilament model that is a simple, analytically

solvable generalization of a single-protofilament model.

This model accounts for the observed lifetimes of grow-

ing microtubules, the delay to catastrophe following

dilution and describes catastrophe as a multistep

process.

Keywords:.catastrophe; cytoskeleton; GTP hydrolysis; microtubule

Overview of experimental results

Microtubules exhibit dynamic instability

Microtubules are cytoskeletal polymers essential for cell struc-
ture, cell division, and intracellular transport. They are typ-
ically made of 13 protofilaments, each of which is built from
ab-tubulin dimers. Grown in vitro, microtubules switch
between periods of slow growth and rapid shrinkage, behavior
known as dynamic instability, discovered by Mitchison and
Kirschner [1] (Fig. 1).

Microtubule dynamic instability can empirically be
described by four parameters: rate of growth, rate of shrink-
age, frequency of switching from growth to shrinkage (known
as ‘‘catastrophe frequency’’) and frequency of switching from
shrinkage back to growth (known as ‘‘rescue frequency’’).
As microtubules are polar structures, with their minus ends
(exposing a-tubulin) typically anchored in vivo, while their
plus ends (exposing b-tubulin) dynamically explore the cel-
lular space, it is of particular interest to study how the four
parameters of dynamic instability depend on the tubulin con-
centration at the microtubule plus end.

Microtubule growth rate is found to scale linearly with
tubulin concentration, whereas the shrinkage rate is mostly
insensitive to the concentration of tubulin [2]. Rescue events
are rarely observed in vitro [2] and are not well characterized.
Catastrophe events, on the other hand, display low sensitivity
with respect to tubulin concentration, such that an increase in
tubulin concentration leads to a moderate suppression of
microtubule catastrophe at the plus end [2, 3]: ‘‘the frequency
of catastrophe is not steeply dependent on elongation
rate’’ [2]. Furthermore, microtubule catastrophe cannot be
described as a single-step random process. While growing,
microtubules age: younger microtubules have a lower
probability of undergoing catastrophe than their older
counterparts. This behavior can be understood by viewing
microtubule catastrophe as an inherently multistep process
[3, 4], leading to a non-exponential distribution of steady-state
microtubule lengths unlike the single-step process considered
by Verde et al. [5] and Dogterom and Leibler [6].
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hydrolysis mechanisms are not consistent with the

dependence of catastrophe on tubulin concentration and

show that, although single-protofilament models can

explain many features of dynamics, they do not describe

catastrophe as a multistep process. Finally, we present

a new combined (coupled plus random hydrolysis)

multiple-protofilament model that is a simple, analytically
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Overview of experimental results

Microtubules exhibit dynamic instability

Microtubules are cytoskeletal polymers essential for cell struc-
ture, cell division, and intracellular transport. They are typ-
ically made of 13 protofilaments, each of which is built from
ab-tubulin dimers. Grown in vitro, microtubules switch
between periods of slow growth and rapid shrinkage, behavior
known as dynamic instability, discovered by Mitchison and
Kirschner [1] (Fig. 1).

Microtubule dynamic instability can empirically be
described by four parameters: rate of growth, rate of shrink-
age, frequency of switching from growth to shrinkage (known
as ‘‘catastrophe frequency’’) and frequency of switching from
shrinkage back to growth (known as ‘‘rescue frequency’’).
As microtubules are polar structures, with their minus ends
(exposing a-tubulin) typically anchored in vivo, while their
plus ends (exposing b-tubulin) dynamically explore the cel-
lular space, it is of particular interest to study how the four
parameters of dynamic instability depend on the tubulin con-
centration at the microtubule plus end.

Microtubule growth rate is found to scale linearly with
tubulin concentration, whereas the shrinkage rate is mostly
insensitive to the concentration of tubulin [2]. Rescue events
are rarely observed in vitro [2] and are not well characterized.
Catastrophe events, on the other hand, display low sensitivity
with respect to tubulin concentration, such that an increase in
tubulin concentration leads to a moderate suppression of
microtubule catastrophe at the plus end [2, 3]: ‘‘the frequency
of catastrophe is not steeply dependent on elongation
rate’’ [2]. Furthermore, microtubule catastrophe cannot be
described as a single-step random process. While growing,
microtubules age: younger microtubules have a lower
probability of undergoing catastrophe than their older
counterparts. This behavior can be understood by viewing
microtubule catastrophe as an inherently multistep process
[3, 4], leading to a non-exponential distribution of steady-state
microtubule lengths unlike the single-step process considered
by Verde et al. [5] and Dogterom and Leibler [6].
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Four parameters that describe microtubule 
dynamics 

Walker et al, JCB, (1988) 
Dogterom Leibler, PRL, (1994) 

What are the microscopic origins of  these four parameters? 

Combination of chemical kinetics and filament elasticity 
Processes having multiple steps



Shrinkage velocity and 
Peeled off length

No theory/computer simulation could re-produce 
observed shrinkage velocity value 

simultaneously with  

ram’s horn-like peeled off structures with sensible 
size 



Out attempt: to understand how 
mechanics combined with chemical 
interactions determine one of those 
parameters — shrinkage velocity 

Ishutesh Jain et al



Questions
• How fast will a GDP-microtubule protofilament unzipper? In 

other words, what is the timescale of peeling off of 
protofilaments? 

• How does the competition between inter-protofilament 
interaction and bending elasticity influence the unzippering 
velocity and shrinkage rate? 

• Do thermal forces play any role in shrinkage? 

• Shrinkage: unzippering vs depolymerization; how does it work? 

• Essential features needed to reproduce L vs Time + 
catastrophe frequency+ rams’ horn length ?



frequency [6, 26, 27]. However, these parameters themselves crucially depend on the mechano-
chemical state of the protofilaments, inter-PF interactions and the thermal environment. To
the best of our knowledge, there exists no work in the literature that investigates how the me-
chanical interactions, in the presence of thermal fluctuations lead to the deduction of any of
these four parameters, and reveal a mechanism of the underlying process. There have been a
number of papers that investigate how the mechanical changes emerge from the underlying
structural rearrangement using molecular dynamics and coarse-grained simulations [28–30].
However, such molecular simulations can probe the behavior of only a few tubulin subunits (a
length scale much smaller than the scale of a protofilament) and can only simulate for a time-
scale that is much shorter than the typical shrinkage timescale. Therefore different groups have
been employing models that are further coarse-grained, focusing on the energetics of protofila-
ments [21–23, 31–34]. Even though these models find that the mechanical aspects of MT
interactions are crucial [21–23, 31–35] for occurrence of rams’ horns, none of these models, ex-
cept ref.[35], account for protofilament thermal fluctuations, which are critical in formation as
well as in overcoming of local energy barriers that greatly influence the overall PF unzippering
dynamics. Also, none of the existing models have systematically examined the velocity of pro-
tofilament unzippering, dissociation of tubulin subunits and their connection with the experi-
mentally observed velocity of MT shrinkage. In short, it is not known how inter-PF, bending
interactions and entropy control the unzippering process; neither is it known how the interplay
between unzippering and dissociation of subunits influence shrinkage dynamics.

Figure 1. Model. (A) Unzippering leads to shrinkage; hence, the unzippering velocity cannot be much larger than the experimentally observed shrinkage
velocity. If depolymerization is much faster than unzippering, no ram’s horns will be seen (see text). (B) Schematic depiction of single PF interacting with a
rigid neighbor: PF is made of N subunits, each of length b. θi is the relative angle between two subunits, specified in the bending energy. Each subunit
interacts with its neighbor in the adjacent PF via a breakable Hookean spring. This lateral spring-like bond has an equilibrium length of lo and is considered to
be “broken” if the extension of the spring is larger than lmax. Lc is the peeled-off length—length of the region in which the lateral-bonds are broken. Rx
represents the x position of the tip of the semiflexible protofilament. (C) Schematic representation of the multi-protofilament model: The microtubule is made
of three protofilaments (α is the protofilament index); each protofilament is made of N subunits, each of length b (i is the subunit index). Each protofilament
interacts with two neighbors via the lateral interaction given by Eq. 6. Each protofilament in this model can bend and fluctuate in their respective planes,
shown by x−yα(α 2 {1,2,3}).

doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1004099.g001

Shrinkage Dynamics of Microtubules
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We studied an MT model combining  
bending elasticity and lateral inter-protofilament  

interactions 

Jain et al, PLoS Comp. Biol. (2015)
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Lateral interaction: spring-bonds

Bending elasticity



We computed the free 
energy when the unzippering 

tip is Rx distance away



Free energy F (Rx) curves reflect competition between  
bending and lateral interactions
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Unzippering/peeling off of 
protofilaments can be thought of as 

a movement through this free 
energy landscape
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Unzippering velocity is comparable to experimentally 
known shrinkage velocity only when the two energies are 

comparable.

It is also the regime where thermal fluctuation is crucial
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We have a model with  
mechanics + chemical kinetics  

that can obtain:
• Experimentally sensible unzippering and shrinkage 

velocity 

• Ram’s horn-like protrusions of sensible length 

• Length vs time with no ad hoc assumptions

Summary



Developing physical models to 
simulate peptide/protein aggregation 

with 

Srivastav Ranganathan  
Samir Maji  
IIT Bombay



Diverse set of proteins, independent 
of their sequence, aggregate; 

diverse kind of aggregates formed 

E.g., assemble into ordered fibrillar 
structures (e.g., amyloid)!
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where d ̂ is the director vector that describes the average direction of
the alignment. zî is the molecular vector that describes any polymer in
the system. In this study, we define zî as the vector connecting the two
terminal beads of ith polymer chain. S can take any value from 0 to 1. S
→ 1 suggests a highly ordered system while S → 0 suggests an entirely
disordered system.
Further, to identify differences in local and long-range order

between various structures with similar nematic order, we used the
radial pair-distribution function (RDF) denoted as g(r) and the static
structure factor, S(q). The radial distribution function is a commonly
used quantity while studying arrangement of molecules in a self-
assembly or a crystal.28,45 In our study, the g(r) describes the average
density correlations between particles at any given distance r,
normalized to the corresponding density for an ideal gas. We used
the g(r) plugin in VMD,46 with suitable modifications, to compute the
distribution functions for our simulations. The static structure factor,
S(q) is the Fourier space equivalent of g(r), which would give us
information accessible in scattering experiments.47−49 In this study, we
used S(q) to identify differences in long-range ordering between
various structures.
We performed the simulations for a time (≥4.5 μs) that is long

enough for the system to reach steady state having constant mean
energy and order parameter (S). We ensured that the structures are in
equilibrium by starting from very different initial configurations and
confirmed that they lead to the same final state. All structures
presented here were rendered using VMD molecular visualization
program.50

■ RESULTS
In this section, we present results from our simulations with N
interacting semiflexible polymers, each of length L, in a cubic
box with periodic boundary conditions as described in the
Methods section. Each polymer chain in the simulation box
represents short peptides that can self-assemble into diverse

aggregated structures. Short peptides or segments within a large
protein have been shown to possess the ability to form amyloid-
like structures.51−53 First, we study the self-assembly of short
homopolymer chains (contour length L ≤ 10 beads long) to
identify the fundamental factors governing their self-assembly.
Studies have shown the ability of homopolymeric peptides like
polyalanine and polyglutamine to self-assemble into fibrils.51−53

We then extend the findings from these homopolymer
simulations to heteropolymeric aggregation.

Aggregate Diversity: Interplay between Polymer
Flexibility and Interaction Strength. The aim of our
study is to identify the physical properties of peptide chains that
dictate their assembly into either ordered amyloid-like
structures or into globular aggregates with negligible order.
To further this objective, we focus on two parameters: the
flexibility of the constituent polymer chain (κ) and the strength
of interaction between any two monomeric beads (ϵ). First, we
simulated N = 60 peptide chains, each of which are 10 beads
long, as described in the Methods section, at a concentration of
≈30 mM. Upon varying the values of the parameters κ and ϵ,
we obtained different aggregated phases as shown in Figure 1.
For very low interaction strengths (ϵ = 0.25 kcal/mol), we
observe an isotropic state with the polymer chains scattered in
solution (Figure 1 lowest row). However, for larger values of ϵ,
we find self-assembled macro-structures with diverse morphol-
ogies. At these higher interaction strengths (Figure 1, ϵ > 0.25
kcal/mol), as the constituent polymer chains become stiffer
(increasing κ), the aggregates display increased ordering, with
the individual chains aligning themselves within the aggregate.
In other words, flexible polymer chains self-assemble into
aggregates with globular symmetry. Stiffer polymers, on the
other hand, form structures with the constituent chains aligned
on an average along an axis (see Figure 1). For high κ and ϵ, the
polymer chains self-assemble into a stack of sheets with varying

Figure 1. The κ−ϵ phase-space. Aggregate morphology in response to varying bending stiffness and interaction strengths, represented by the
equilibrium structures from the Langevin dynamics simulations. The phase diagram shows that a critical interaction strength is required for
aggregation to occur. Polymers with lower bending stiffness form assemblies with globular symmetry. On the other hand, stiffer polymers form
aggregates with higher order. Ordered aggregates at lower interaction strengths could have varying internal arrangement in comparison to higher ϵ.
As we move from the lower (0.5 kcal/mol) to higher (1 kcal/mol) interaction strengths, the structures approach crystal-like arrangement. The red
vertical line represents the point beyond which Lp > L while the blue horizontal line represents the point beyond which ϵ > 1 kBT. The simulations
were performed using 60 polymer chains that are 10 beads long, at a concentration of ≈30 mM.
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How do physical factors (flexibility/interaction) affect protein 
self-assembly? 

Srivastav Ranganathan et al JACS (2016)



• 3D organization of chromatin: irregular structure 
can arise due to nucleosome + non-histone 
proteins 

• Microtubule disassembly regime: bending elastic 
energy is comparable to lateral interaction energy 
(difference ~kT) 

• Physical model for aggregation: competition 
between elasticity and interactions can lead to 
diverse assemblies

Conclusions
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